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Equilibrium and transient saturation transfer effects were calculated for a three-site
exchange system involving a ligand binding to a protein to form a complex which can
exist in two states. The calculations show that, in an experiment in which the change
in intensity of a resonance of the free liind on saturating the corresponding resonance from one of the states of the complex is monitored, substantial effects can be
seen even when the form of the complex being saturated represents less than 0.1% of
the total complex at equilibrium. The implications of this hnding for experiments in
which the saturation transfer effect is used to locate resonances of bound Iigands are
discussed. The time course of the change in intensity of the resonance of the free
ligand on irradiation of the resonance of one of the states of the complex consists of
two exponential phases, which offers a method for distinguishing two-site and threesite exchange, but it is shown that this will not be reliable in practice, since there are
many circumstances under which the two phases will not be resolvable.
INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction in 1963 by Forsen and Hoffman (I, 2), the double-resonance transfer-of-saturation
NMR experiment has been widely used to study relatively slow chemical exchange processes in organic, organometallic, and biological
systems (3-12). Although the extension of this experiment to multisite exchange
processes was described in 1%4 (13), the vast majority of its applications have
been to two-site systems. In the biological applications, exchange is often simply
assumed to be a two-site process -e.g., for a ligand binding to an enzyme
E+L=EL,

[II

where E represents the protein and L the ligand. However, the existence of more
than one form of the complex can rarely be excluded-particularly
when the resonance of the bound ligand cannot be observed directly. This is a situation in which
the saturation transfer experiment has been widely used (8-12) to locate these
resonances by finding the irradiation frequencies at which transfer of saturation
to the corresponding resonances of the free ligand is observed.
Our interest in the implications of multisite exchange processes for this application of the saturation transfer experiment has arisen from studies of the complex of
dihydrofolate reductase with folate and NADP+, where the existence of (at least)
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FIG. 1. A portion of the 270-MHz ‘H NMR spectrum of the L. casei dihydrofolate reductasefolate-NADP$-,
complex at pH* 5.3 and 7.2. The signal labeled N4 is that of the nicotinamide-4proton of the bound NADP&,. Enzyme, folate, and NADP;te6 concentrations were each 1 mM, in
*HZ0 containing 500 mil4 KCl, 50 mM potassium phosphate, and 1 mM dioxane. The notation pH*
denotes a meter reading uncorrected for the isotope effect on the glass electrode. The sample temperature was 11 (*l)oC. Twenty thousand transients were averaged, using quadrature detection with a
spectral width of 4.2 kHz and an acquisition time of 0.513 sec. Before Fourier transformation the freeinduction decay was multiplied by an exponential equivalent to line broadening by 2 Hz. Chemical
shifts are given with respect to internal dioxane (3.71 ppm downfield from 2,2-dimethyl-silapentane5-sulfonate).

two forms of the complex can be clearly demonstrated. Part of the 270-MHz ‘H
spectrum of this complex is shown in Fig. 1. The signal labeled N4 is that of the
4-proton of the nicotinamide ring of the bound NADP+; it has been assigned unequivocally by using [4-2H-nicotinamide]NADP+
(24). This resonance clearly has
a strikingly different chemical shift at pH*’ 5.3 (6.82 ppm) and pH* 7.2 (5.37 ppm).
As the pH* is increased from 5.3 to 7.2, the intensity of the lower-field N4 signal
decreases and that of the higher-field signal increases. These two resonances thus
represent two different forms of the complex whose proportions are pH dependent
(14). Exchange with free NADP is slow, so that transfer of saturation experiments
of the kind described above could be performed. Irradiation at 5.37 ppm produced
a substantial saturation transfer effect on the N4 proton resonance of free NADP+
throughout the pH range 5.3 to 7.2. By contrast, irradiation at 6.82 ppm had no
effect at any pH in this range (24). Thus only one of these two states of the complex
was detectable by saturation transfer and this state was readily detectable even at
a pH where it represented less than 10% of the total complex present.
In this situation, the use of saturation transfer alone to locate the N4 proton
resonance of the bound NADP+ would clearly give misleading results. To understand the limitations imposed by the possibility of multisite exchange on this application of the saturation transfer experiment, we have examined the way in which
1 pH* denotes a meter reading uncorrected for the isotope effect on the glass electrode.
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the observed effects depend upon the rate constants and relative site populations
in a three-site system.
THEORY

We consider a three-site exchange system defined by the scheme

E+A

‘BC

PI

,

wlhereE and A are free enzyme and free ligand, respectively, and B and C are
ligand bound in two forms of the complex. For the nucleus of interest A, B and C
are magnetically nonequivalent states.
We define the equilibrium constants
K, = kdk,,
Kz = bdkx
KS = k,cka
K am =

= [Bl/[AlD%

[31

= lCl/lBl,

141

= K,*K,

(@I + [W[Al[El

PI
[61

= [Cl/[AI[El,

= KI + L

where K,, is the overall equilibrium constant between free and bound species
which would be measured in an equilibrium-binding
study. In addition, the pseudofirst-order rate constants, or fluxes, fAB andf,, are defmed by

GAB= k&El = lCBttW[Al,

171

f.w = k,,[El = k.dClI~Al.

PI

The general form of the coupled differential equations describing saturation
transfer in an n-site exchange system has been given by For&n and Hoffman (IJ),
based on McConnell’s (25) modification of the Bloch equations. The equilibrium
solution for a three-site system has been given by Perrin and Johnston (4). Since
we are concerned with both the equilibrium and transient effects, we give the full
equation for a three-site system (Scheme [21) explicitly.
If a strong radiofrequency field is applied at t = 0 at the position of the resonance
from site B in Scheme [2] so as to saturate it completely and instantaneously
(or at least in a time short compared to t), then MB = 0, dM,/dt = 0. The magnetizations in A and C are described by the equations
dM,ldt

= (MA,, - M&A

- MA(.&B +f~c)

dM,ldt

= (MC0 - M&c

- Mch

+ M&x,

+ km) + M&x,
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where MI and Mi, are the magnetization of site i at time t and at c = 0, respectively,
and PA and pc are the spin-lattice relaxation rates of the nucleus in sites A and C.
The solution of Eqs. [9], [lo], describing the dependence of the magnetization in
site A on the time t for which the resonance B is saturated, is given by

rf - ylal+
YdY2

-

a2

Yl)

The observed rate constants of the fast and slow phases of the decrease in magnetization, y1 and y2, respectively, are the roots (taken with negative signs) of the
quadratic equation
r’

+

Y(PA

f

PC

+~AB

+ SAC

+

~CA

+
x

~CB)
(PC

+

+

(PA

kc,

+

+ GAB)
kc3

+fACbC

+

‘bd

The amplitudes of the fast and slow phases are given by the preexponential
e-Ylt
and e-7pt, respectively, the constants being given by
al

=

PA

+

a2 =

(bk

+ kcA + kc&A

we use the normalization

PC

+

&A

+

kCB

=

0.

[=I

terms of

kCAMCo/MAo,

iI31

+ PckcA&o~~tw

[I41

+

MA0 + MC0 = 1, and since in addition

MA,&%&,

= LWKI,
MAO

LWCAI + [cl).

=

WI

The normalized magnitude of the saturation transfer effect for t + ~0on the resonance of a site i, following saturation of the resonance of sitej, F$,j), is defined by
Fi(.13

=

CzO* -

zdzOi

WI

1 -

a2iY1Y2.

u71

so that from Eq. [ 111
F,(B)

=

Calculations

In the calculations described below, we have examined the effect of varying the
rate and equilibrium constants on the transfer of saturation to A on irradiating B.
The equilibrium effect, FA(B), will be abbreviated as FA. The parameter values
used, chosen to be representative of those found in proton NMR experiments on
protein-ligand
systems, are given in Table 1. Of the four rate constants which enter
into the calculations, three (f AB,f AC, and kCB) were fixed in any one calculation;
the fourth, kCA, was calculated from

kCA= fAc = fAdI + K2)
WI&
DWWL,, ’
It should therefore be noted that kCA varies with K2 (to maintain
balance), increasing with decreasing K, for K2 s 1.

[181
detailed
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1

VALUESOFTHEPARAMETERS
IN THE CALCULATIONS

Parameter

USED

Value

K am

2 x 10-a M
1 x lo+ M
1 x lo8 M"

PA

0.5 see-’

AT
ET

.kJk

COMPLEXES

10 set-’ (unless otherwise noted)
0 to 100 see-’

kcs

a Essentially

identical

results were obtained

with

K PPP
= 105M.
RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

‘The general scheme for exchange of a ligand between free solution and two
forms of a complex with a protein is shown in [2]. We assume throughout that, for
the nucleus of interest, exchange between the bound and free states is slow, so
that a saturation transfer experiment can be performed. If, in addition, exchange
between the two forms of the complex is slow, the chemical shift of the nucleus
of interest in these two sites can potentially be measured individually by a saturation transfer experiment. However, exchange with the third site (C) can have a
substantial influence on the magnetization changes in the free state (A) produced
by saturating the resonance from one of the bound states (B), and it is this effect
with which we are concerned here. Since these magnetization changes depend in a
rather complex way on the rate constants and relaxation rates, they can most
readily be appreciated by numerical calculations of the saturation transfer effect
as a function of the various parameters in Eq. [ 111.
It is useful to start with the simple two-site case for reference. Taking PA = 0.5
set-l , as for all subsequent calculations, the normalized magnitude of the saturation
transfer effects, FA, on resonance A when resonance B is saturated (note F,(B)
is abbreviated as FA throughout), are given in Table 2 for various values off& in a
two-site exchange system. In a system of type
E+A-

G!iB
k BA

[I91

the A --j B exchange is a second-order process so thatfAa is a pseudo-first-order
rate constant, and will depend on the total concentrations of protein (&) and
ligand ( LT )
GAB

(where K
tally),fAa
crease as
For the

= kAB&&rK

+

1)

[201

= kAB/kBA). For L,K % 1 (which will usually be the case experimenis directly proportional to the ratio ET&; thus the value of FA will dethe ratio of total protein to ligand concentration decreases.
three-site exchange process [2], the values offAB andfAc, and hence FA,
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TABLE

2

DEPENDENCE
ON THE FLUX fAB OF THE
NORMALIZED
MAGNITUDE
(FA) OF THE
SATURATION
TRANSFER EFFECT ON SITE
A WHEN SATURATING
THE RESONANCE
FROM SITE B FOR I = m IN A TwoSITE EXCHANGE
SYSTEM

far, (set-‘1

FAB

100
10
1
0.1
0

0.995
0.952
0.667
0.167
0

a For pA = 0.5 set-‘, calculated from

Fa =~ABKLB+ PA).

will clearly also vary with ET/LT in a similar way. To simplify the following discussion, we have held ET& fixed at 0.5, and keptfAB andfAc constant as a function
of Kz (allowing only k CA to vary), thus eliminating any contribution from this
population effect.
On considering the scheme for three-site exchange given by Eq. [2], it is apparent
that a decrease in the intensity of resonance A on irradiating resonance B may

-5

-3

-1

1

3

5

FIG. 2. The fractional change in intensity of the resonance of site A on saturation of that of site B (FA)
as a function of KS (=[C]/[B]). For all curves, kcs = 100 set-I. Values offAB and fAc (0 to 100 set-I)
are indicated on each curve. (Dashed lines are used for fAB = 1 set-’ for clarity.)
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occur in one of two ways:
(1) by the direct exchangeprocessA --, B
(2) by the indirect exchangeprocessA S C + B via site C.
These two routes of exchangecan be illustrated by the calculations shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. In these figures we show the fractional changein intensity of the
resonanceof site A (FA) on saturatingthe resonanceof site B, as a function of K2
= [C]/[B], for various values of&, fAc, and kc,+
Whenthe loss of magnetizationfrom site A can only occur by the direct A + B
exchange(i.e.,fAc = 0 see-‘; seeFig. 2), the value of FA is independentof Kz, is
determinedonly byf,, and PA,and is identical to that for the two-site exchange
system given in Table 2.
Whenthe loss of magnetizationfrom site A can only occur by the indirect A S
C + B exchange(i.e.,fAa = 0 set-‘; seeFigs. 2 and 3) then as Kz increases,the
value of FA increases,until Kz b 10. For K2 2 10 (i.e., more than 90% of the
complex in form C), the fractional changein intensity of the free ligand signal,FA,
becomesindependentof &. The larger the values of& and kca comparedto PA,
the larger the value of FA at a given value of K,. (Note that, for three-siteas for
two-site exchange,the magnitudeof FA is determinednot by the absolutevaluesof
the exchangeratesbut rather by their values comparedto the relaxation rate PA.)
WhenfAa,fAc, andkCBareall greaterthan zero,both direct andindirect exchange
routesare possible.Then FA dependsnot only on theserate constantsbut also on
pc, the spin-lattice relaxationrate of the nucleusin site C, sincesomeof the magne:tizationbeingtransferredby the indirect routefrom A to B is lost by spin-lattice
relaxationin site C. IfkcB = 100set-‘, asin Fig. 2, thenasfAcincreasesso doesFA
at valuesof Kz b 10e3,wherethe indirect exchangeroute can contribute.The only
exceptionis forfAB B 10set-‘, wherethe direct exchangeis alreadyvery efficient,

Fm. 3. The dependence of F* on K, (as in Fig. 2). For all curvesf,, = 100 se&. Values offA and
kc8 (0 or 0.1 to 100 set-I) are indicated on each curve. (Dashed lines are used forf*, = 10 set-’ for
clarity.)
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and the efficiency of the indirect route is limited by pc. In the indirect route, exchange (kCB) and spin-lattice relaxation (pc) represent alternative fates for the
magnetization in site C. Thus when lCCB5 pc (see Fig. 3), exchange by the indirect
route leads to a substantial loss of magnetization by relaxation and F, decreases
as Kz increases (i.e., as the indirect route becomes more important).
In a simple two-site ligand-protein
exchange, the observed transfer of saturation
on irradiating the resonance of the bound ligand is of course independent of the
spin-lattice relaxation rate of the nucleus in the bound state, and hence of the
molecular weight of the protein-ligand
complex. In the three-site case, however,
the spin-lattice relaxation rate of the nonirradiated bound ligand nucleus (i.e.,
site C) does become important when exchange via the indirect route is significant.
It therefore follows that under conditions where the indirect exchange route is
important the change in intensity of the free ligand signal on irradiating resonance
B for I + CQwill be least when air: - 1.
It is clear from the calculations summarized in Figs. 2 and 3 that a species of
protein-ligand
complex which has only a very small relative population can nevertheless manifest a large transfer of saturation to the free ligand, provided that
either the direct or the indirect exchange route is efficient enough-that
is, provided either&
is large, orfAc and& are large and pc is small. On the other hand,
the predominant species of complex can fail to show transfer of saturation if
neither exchange route is efficient.
We can now reproduce qualitatively the observations on the dihydrofolate reductase-folate-NADP+
complex described in the Introduction.
We identify form
B of the complex as that having a nicotinamide4-proton
resonance at 5.37 ppm,
while in form C this resonance is at 6.82 ppm (cf. Fig. 1.). The equilibrium constant
KZ thus decreases from 310 at pH* 5.3 to ~0.1 at pH* 7.2. Now iffAB = 20 set-’
(and pA = 0.5 see-‘), irradiation of the resonance from site B leads to a substantial
saturation transfer effect on the resonance of the free ligand (F,(B) = 0.96) which
is independent of K2 over the range 0.1 to 10. At the same time, if&
= kBC = 0.1
set-‘, there is no efficient route (either direct or indirect) for exchange between
sites A and C and irradiation of the resonance from site C leads to a very small
decrease in the intensity of resonance A (F*(C) s 0.075), even when 90% of the
complex is in form C.
It is obviously important, if errors in interpretation are to be avoided, to establish
whether there is some feature of the saturation transfer experiment which can
distinguish between two-site and three-site (or multiple-site) exchange when the
resonances of the bound ligand cannot be observed directly. The most obvious
such feature is the transient behavior-the
way in which the intensity of the free
ligand resonance varies with the time for which the resonance of the bound ligand
is saturated-since,
from Eq. [ll], for three-site exchange this time course is in
theory biphasic, whereas for two-site exchange (1, 2) it is a single exponential.
An example of the conditions under which this distinction can be made is shown
in Fig. 4. HerefAB = 100 set-‘, and F, > 0.95 for all values of K2,fAC, and kCB.
The kinetic behavior, however, depends markedly on the values of these parameters. Provided thatfAc, kCB +fAB there is a “switch” in the kinetics as K, is increased, from exclusively slow phase (Amp, = 1.0) at K2 C 10m3 to a significant
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FIG. 4. Equilibrium and transient saturation transfer effects (on saturation of the resonance from
site B) as a function of Ke (=[C]/[B]). Top, the equilibrium change in intensity, FA. Center, the amplitudes of the fast (Amp,) and slow (Amh) kinetic phases. Bottom, the apparent rates of the fast (- - -)
) kinetic phases. For all curves, fAa = 100 set-I. Values of fAc = kCB are given on
and slow (each curve.

contribution from the fast phaseat K2 > 1. The relative proportions of the two
phasesat K2 > 1dependupon the valuesoffAc andkCB, with an increasingproportion of the slow phaseappearingastheseparametersincrease.Comparableamplitudesfor the two phases(at K, > 1) are thus seenwhen the direct exchangeroute
is,dominant but there is a significant contribution from indirect exchange,and for
the parametervalues used in Fig. 4 the observedrates of these two phaseswill
diier by up to a factor of 5. The existenceof two phasesshouldthereforebe experimentally detectableunder these conditions (fAB large, K, > 1, and intermediate
valuesof.& andkca). (It shouldbe emphasizedthat, althoughthe biphasickinetics
are most apparentwhen the two routes of exchangeare contributing, the two
phasesof kinetics cannot be identified with these two exchangepathways becausewe are dealing with a coupled system.)
When the direct route of exchangedominates(fAB = 100secl,fAc = kCB = 0.1
w-‘;
seeFig. 4), the “switch” in kinetic behavior with increasingK2 is still obs$erved,but it is now complete so that Amp, = 1.0for K, < lob3and Amp, = 1.0
for K2 > lo+. With the exception of this narrow rangeof K, values only a single
kinetic phasewill thus be observed,andin fact the observedrate will be essentially
independentof Kz. (This is the situation for the parametervalues used above to
reproducethe behaviorof the dihydrofolatereductase-folate-NADP+ complex.)
When, on the other hand, the indirect route of exchangedominates (K, > 1,
f,\c, kCB affAB) biphasic kinetics are againmanifest, but in a rather different way.
IJnder these conditions the fast phase appearswith a negative amplitude (i.e.,
r#epresenting
a lag phase)of up to 16%;since the rates of the fast and slow phases
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can differ by a factor of 10, this lag phase should be detectable, though perhaps
with difficulty.
The observation of biphasic kinetics thus indicates the existence of at least three
sites involved in the exchange process, but even when three sites are involved
a simple single exponential time course can be observed under many circumstances
-for
example, when K, + 1, when&
or kCB is very small, or when&
- fAB
- kCB. When biphasic kinetics are observed, analysis of the time course will, as
in the case of two-site exchange (2, 2), allow the rate constants for exchange
to be evaluated.
CONCLUSIONS

The calculations reported here show that considerable caution is required when
using saturation transfer experiments to determine the chemical shifts of nuclei in
a ligand bound to a protein. Since in general one does not know whether the complex exists in only a single state or in several, the resonance position identified in
the saturation transfer experiment may be that of a species representing only an
infinitesimal proportion of the total complex present.
Consider the simple linear scheme
E+AtiX=Y,

Pll

where X and Y represent two states of the complex and A the free ligand. When
the resonance of the ligand in X is saturated only the direct A + X exchange is
relevant, and the observed change in intensity, F*(X), is completely independent
of the population ratio [X]/[Y]. When the resonance from site Y is saturated, only
indirect A G= X + Y exchange is possible and this will only be efficient when site X
predominates, F*(Y) reaching its maximum for [X]/[Y] 2 10. Thus in this linear
scheme one is always more likely to observe transfer of saturation from site X than
from site Y, whatever their relative populations.
For example, in the dihydrofolate reductase-trimethoprim-NADP+
complex,
resonances from the nicotinamide protons of the bound NADP+ were located by
saturation transfer experiments (II). However, these were subsequently found to
arise from the coenzyme in only one of the two approximately equally populated
forms of this complex, and a second set of resonances, from the other form,
were located both by direct observation and by transfer of saturation at a higher
temperature (26).
Studies of the kinetics of the transfer of saturation provide a test for multiplesite (as opposed to two-site) exchange, but unfortunately not an infallible one. It
will be easiest to resolve two kinetic phases when the indirect exchange route
makes a significant contribution, but under these conditions transfer of saturation
from both forms of the complex should in any case be detectable. The conditions
under which only one form of the complex can be detected (for example, those
used above to simulate the behavior of the dihydrofolate
reductase-folateNADP+) are just those under which the two kinetic phases are least likely to be
observed.
It is clear that saturation transfer experiments of the sort considered here pro-
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vilde, in isolation, only incomplete information on the nature of the complex(es)
formed. Whether the resonances located by saturation transfer arise from the only
form of the complex or, at the other extreme, from a form representing less than
0.1% of the total will only be clear if the resonances can be directly observed. In
view of the complexity of protein spectra, direct observation of the resonances of
the bound ligand is likely to require isotopic substitution-for
example, deuteration of the ligand in combination with difference spectroscopy (10) or deuteration
of the protein itself (24 and references therein).
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